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Abstract 
This paper deeply study in real-time simulation technology of realistic snow scenes, including snow real-time 
rendering techniques (real-time rendering of falling snowflakes), snow accumulation model, and wind field 
simulation (snow wind interaction model). The proposed innovations of this paper are:A snow particles cluster 
systems: which increase both the rendering efficiency and variety of the snowflakes; Wind snow interaction based on 
Boltztnann equation and D3Q15 model: this model simplify the calculation and offer a very true view, the algorithm 
can run in real time as well. These three solutions as above can notable increase the real characteristics in snow 
visualization and computation efficiency. 
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1. Introduction 
In the real world, snow, slowly falling, dancing with wind, covers the ground all in white. In order to 
redraw this picture in the computer, snow need to be digital modeled. Obvious, snow have many 
differences with other weather phenomena, Snow is the name of a weather phenomenon which is actually 
a form of precipitation within the Earth's atmosphere in the form of crystalline water ice, consisting of a 
multitude of snowflakes that fall from clouds . Since snow is composed of small ice particles, it is a 
granular material, note that which makes it more suitable for representation by particle system than 
anything else. It has an open and therefore soft structure, unless packed by external pressure. Snowflakes 
come in a variety of sizes and shapes as the following.  
Compared with the rain simulation, the dynamic scenes of snow can be divided into three parts, namely, 
snow falling, snow accumulation, snow wind interaction.  
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A. In the first phrase, typically, snowflakes have different size and shape, as well as reflected light 
intensity;  
B. In the followed phrase, snowflakes have larger surface and lighter weight than rain drops, 
therefore they are fairly obvious influenced by wind.  
To achieve this three-part real-time rendering, this study focuses on: snow real-time rendering 
techniques (real-time rendering of falling snowflakes), snow accumulation modeling, and wind field 
simulation (snow wind interactive technology). 
2.  Introduction to particle system  
In the time before particle system comes out, there is no way to module phenomena like snow which 
consist of massive and tiny particles running in various tracks. In 1983 WTReeves put forward the 
particle systems which are used to model objects that do not have a definite edge or surface but are 
instead composed of many sub-objects (particles) such as smoke or dust clouds as well as snow. This 
means that the look and behavior of the system is a result of the properties of the underlying particles. He 
used the particle system approach to achieve the film "Star Trek 2" planet collision flame effect, which’s 
the first evidence that particle systems can simulate the motion blur effect. In 1985, WTReeves and Ricki 
Blau [2] improved particle system method, took a series of structured particles (named "Volume-filling") 
as the basic unit, generates a vivid grass. They also propose an efficient model for particle rendering. The 
steps of the rendering model include the production of particles, property settings, shadows, cutting 
calculations, the particle texture rendering. In 1987, Reynolds [3] using particle systems approach to 
study the flight behavior of groups of birds. A bird has a representative in particle, fixed total number of 
particles, with a distributed model to study the flight behavior of groups of birds. He considered the 
interaction between particle and particle like collision or attraction, but also introduced the direction of 
the particles as the first time.  
In 1990, Karl Sims [4] in the supercomputer CM2, applied the method of particle systems in parallel, 
to create waterfall, fire and other special effects, further extends the particle system application fields. In 
1992, Teng see Loke [5], who used particle systems approach to achieve the fireworks simulation. They 
also designed the “particle System rendering Engine", to enhance the efficiency in drawing special 
pyrotechnic effects. The engine implements the functions such as the movement update, color change, the 
memory allocation of smoke particles. With this engine, they realized, a variety of pyrotechnic effects, 
including glare, explosion, with a strong element of truth. In 1995, Alexandre Massa lot [6], analyzed the 
wind influence in snowfall, but only in two-dimensional situation. 2004 M. S. Langer [7] tried to simulate 
the scenes of snow wind interaction by computer graphics, breaking the bottleneck of calculation speed 
problems. They used a series of 2D images to simulate three-dimensional snow scene snow particles. 
However, this method is attributed as the image processing snow, and they did not join air flow’s real-
time impact on snowflakes, so the effect is not so real. In 2006, Ingar Saltvik [8] uses the parallel method 
to cut down calculation task, and complete simulation of snow falling in real-time. However there is no 
wholesale snow visualization manual for the three different parts so far, not to mention smoothly simulate 
snow in real-time, so it is necessary to improve the particle system approach and research feather to 
achieve real-time snow visualization. 
3. Snow falling simulation 
In the expression of the traditional particle system, snow falling usually encounters a dilemma: 
efficiency or accuracy. The requirements of accuracy lie in the differentiation among real snowflakes, the 
current observed snowflakes have dozens of crystal forms as much as the color, size and shape. If one 
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type of particle to express one kind of snowflakes, despite the size  can be transformed by matrix ,there is 
still at least dozens of elementary particles types to express a different color (more accurately, the 
reflected light intensity of snow crystals) and shape. If these elementary particles are in the charge of 
single particle system, there will turn into significant efficiency decline, on the one hand, how to 
determine the particles number of each elementary type, on the other hand, to the graphics pipeline’s 
concern, in the process of drawing each frame , loaded with different textures on each of a large number 
of particles are is a high degree of computing-intensive operation, which has a direct result of the frame 
rate decrease, then, the real time performance of the whole scene will not be acceptable.  
To solve this problem, we propose the concept of the snow particles cluster systems to simulate snow 
falling. a snow particles cluster systems means: 
 
Figure. 1. A snow particles cluster systems consists of at least one Particle system. 
 
Figure. 2. Random rearrangement and different density of the cluster particle system 
These particle systems are arranged in a quadrangle, on the top plane of the 3D frustum, similar to the 
chess board. 
Each particle system in the cluster only manages one kind of basic snowflake particles (with single 
texture). 
As above, The snow particles cluster systems can provide realistic ever-changing state of the snow 
falling from two parts, 
one is when updated for each particle within every particle system the snow particles are multiplied by 
an arbitrary scaling matrix used to change the size of each snowflake, so that snow particles are various 
both in one crystal form  and in size in the scene;  
Second, the arrangement of the cluster particle system takes a random offset or rearrangement after a 
certain period, which makes different crystal forms of snowflakes is changing their position constantly;  
Certainly, all of the snow particles are billboard primitives whose positions are calculated based on the 
location of the viewpoint, so that the viewer can see a wide variety of snowflakes from anywhere.  
Efficiency improvements lies in two aspects, one for each snow particle system has the same texture 
image of a basic snow flake, the impact of changing the size by matrix operations is much less on the 
efficiency than frequent replacement of textures , greatly reducing the system operating pressure; Second, 
the mixed state of different snow crystal forms are implemented through the permutations and 
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combinations of particle system in the cluster, depending on the cutting and re-arrangement of Particle 
system in the 3D frustum top surface. Furthermore, in a snow particles cluster systems, obviously, the 
cutting model and re-arrangement cycle can be tuned from computing efficiency to accuracy as two 
arguments, when there is a better graphics display devices then you can set a smaller cutting model and 
faster re-arrangement cycle, otherwise set the particle system emitter on larger plane, but also the re-
arrangement of a longer cycle. 
4. WIND FIELD SIMULATION 
Wind field modeling in computer graphics has always been a hot field of virtual reality research. In the 
natural environment simulation system, phenomena such as grass, trees, waves, etc., the interaction with 
the wind field is essential. Have Some researchers put forward several wind modeling methods. 
In 1991, Jakub Wejchert[6] established wind field modelbased on the aerodynamic, simulate the flying 
leaves in the wind scenes. However, its calculation density is very high. 
In 2003,Xiaoming Wei adopted D3Q19 grid model which is based on LBM (Lattice Boltztnann Medel) 
to simulate the movement of feathers in the wind, the simulated effect is very real. 
2005, Moeslund [8] based on Navier-stokes equations to simulate the snow flying in the wind 
effect.However, the calculation volume is also relatively large. 
In 2006, Wang Changbo proposed a Boltzmann equation based interactive snow scene, the simulation 
results looks very true. 
According to the above review and analysis of wind field simulation, this part based on Boltztnann 
equation designs computing process to complete the wind field. Meanwhile, in order to improve 
simulation efficiency, while keeping realistic characteristics, Wind field calculation is simplified, and 
improved the visualization in real time. 
We want to simulate the real world the true wind, so we can not only founded on the basis of two-
dimensional model of D2Q9, But rather to create three-dimensional wind field model. Its discrete time 
and space, indicated the distribution of wind particles, x, said grid vertex, t represents time, Ci 
directs the number i moving direction of wind particles. Specific discrete case as shown below: 
 
Figure. 3. Lattice of D3Q15 model of wind particles 
The velocity in each grid point of the particle as follows: 
(1) 
The density of wind particles in each box is: 
                 (2) 
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The speed is: 
                 (3) 
The physical dynamic model is: 
               (4) 
 is 0.5,the local equilibrium distribution is: 
               (5) 
The wind snow interaction is mainly wind transportation of snow, snow flying with the wind. The 
movement is mainly affected by the wind and gravity. Gravity is only accelerating the vertical speed 
down to ground, denoted by . So the snowflake in position A (Xa,Ya,Za) moves to the point B 
(Xa,Ya,Za) B after the time Ƹt as shown in the following formula: 
                 (6) 
Point B is not necessarily in the wind field grid points the. So we use the nearest point on the square 
approximation based approximate simulation method, as shown below: 
 
Figure. 4. Approximate simulation (A represented by V4) 
 
The experiment result shown below: 
 
Figure. 5. Different wind up snowflakes 
5. Conclusion  
This paper deeply study in real-time rendering technology of realistic snow scenes, including snow 
real-time rendering techniques ( real-time rendering of falling snowflakes), snow accumulation modeling, 
and wind field simulation ( snow wind interactive technology). The proposed innovations of this paper 
are: 
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A. A snow particles cluster systems: both increase the rendering efficiency and variety of the 
snowflakes; 
B. Wind snow interaction based on Boltztnann equation and D3Q15 model: this model simplify the 
calculation and make the scene looked very true, the algorithm can run in real time as well. 
In conclusion, the two improvements as above can notable increase the real characteristics in 
visualization and computation efficiency. 
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